Abstract-Energy efficiency is hot area of research for today researcher. A lot has been done in this regard for managing different types of energy. Management of available resources is one of the basic jobs for researcher for all types of energy. Building energy management that involves efficient equipment system is a hot topic in Malaysian Green technology vision that is costing a lot to the national economy, and its contribution for management is not as it is supposed to be. User comfort, efficient and active control on building energy system is one of the issues needed to be addressed seriously. Following research proposes a smart energy controller system that is specifically designed for campus resources efficient management. The system comprises of wireless control on lighting system that is first focus of the current research.
INTRODUCTION
Every energy efficiency initiatives should take into consideration the comfort level and standard amount of energy level required for occupants. For example, energy efficiency initiatives in controlling the temperature of air condition should not causing distress and misery condition to the users or occupants within the area. Furthermore, in controlling the lighting features, any energy efficiency measures should take into consideration the amount of light based on the function of the room or area. Therefore, the need of measuring the energy level is essential before designing the controller [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Current developments in energy efficiency products focus on single function, which is using the less amount of energy. The design is lack in determining the surrounding environment and considering the right and comfort amount of energy level for the user. J. Kariyeva [5] from Ohio University proposed a solution for efficient energy management that investment on more energy efficient and ergonomic lighting fixture can be recaptured quickly from the cost of billing of non-efficient components. This research doesn't keep in accordance the user comfort level and any centralized control over the infrastructure.
Therefore, designing a 'smarter' controller that take into consideration the surrounding amount of energy and then control it to the right and comfort energy level is significant. The process of designing this smart controller will cover the use of sensors in determining surrounding energy level, verifying the standards and comfort energy level and then using appropriate method to control the output. The design includes a centralized server that is having a live connection to remote node in all blocks using communication medium. Each remote node that consist of motion sensor and other measuring sensor are collecting different type if information to be processed through intelligent system and sending the resulted date to the server. The server that is trained at higher level for required decision will make a decision what to do with the control of that block. This system will help to reduce manual practice of security stall all the time to check the lighting and other energy system. Secondly using online database system it will be more active and efficient system resulting in a huge savings in term of utility bills.
II.
RESEARCH BACKGROUND University Malaysia Pahang, is relatively a new university and it has been categorized as a focused university, with the goal to lead the develop pment of human capital in the fields of Engineering and Technology. Seeing the uprising in the development of the campus, especially basic facilities including students' residential complex, lecture halls and laboratories, the need to manage energy efficiently within the campus is urgent and significant. Therefore, designing a 'smarter' controller that take into consideration the surrounding amount of energy and then control it to the right and comfort energy level is significant. The process of designing this smart controller will cover the use of sensors in determining surrounding energy level, verifying the standards and comfort energy level and then using appropriate method to control the output. As a start, this research will focus on energy level for lighting. The differences between conventional energy level controllers with proposed smart energy level controller can be described using the diagram as below [6, 7] : For this research, the expected finding is the design of a smart controller which will control an energy level that take into consideration the surrounding energy level, based on lighting system. Thus, this design could be considered as a precise, comfort and more user friendly controller.
III. METHODOLOGY
A very simple block diagram of Main Board system was shown in Figure 2 .1 where Motion sensor of the room was monitored at control center after the schedule time. Motion sensor is implemented in Main Board. It will measure the motion/movement from an angle using an infrared sensor to detect the changes motion in the room. Besides that, current information data from the center is display on PC by using GUI. All information of the schedule is saved in database before the system run and controls the main board. The main brain of the system is microcontroller PIC18F2550 has huge program memory size 32kbytes or 16384 instructions can be programmed. Besides that, it also consists of 2kbytes of SRAM and 256byte of EEPROM. Out of 28pins, 24 pins of the controller can become I/O ports. Thus, the features of PIC can fully utilized without adding any external hardware such RAM, ROM, PIA and etc. Simple hardware design contributes to power saving, light weighting and small space consumption.
When not receiving or transmitting data, both transceivers module is in Idle Mode. During Idle Mode, transceiver module is also checking for valid RF data. The module shifts into the other modes of operation under the following conditions:
• Transmit Mode (Serial data in the serial receive buffer is ready to be packetized) • Receive Mode (Valid RF data is received through the antenna)
• Sleep Mode (End Devices only) • Command Mode (Command Mode Sequence is issued).

A. Hardware Design
This hardware is design for the purpose of saving the Electricity by controlling the power supply of the specific room depends on the time with the aid for computer. This prototype is using PIC as processor, relay as a switch, and transceiver as a communication component between Main boards with center control.
The hardware design consists of power supply, microcontroller board module, wireless communication module, sensor module, and serial communication. Combine all the 5 modules will become a complete patient monitor module.
The microcontroller PIC18F2550 is operating in normal mode. Hence, both OSC1 and OSC2 pins are connected to external clock circuit as shown in Figure 3 . By using the feature of PIC18F2550, it consists of internal crystals that can support microcontroller therefore pin OSC1 and OSC2 are not connected. Microcontroller Board Module consists of power circuit, reset circuit, and clock circuit module. They are very important to support the basic operation of microcontroller. It reveals that the smart energy level control system has achieved the main objective and scopes of the project. 
B. Software Development
Once the system is powered up and standby to receive data from center after the configuration is done. If receives any data from center, PIC microcontroller will check the command before it turns ON or OFF the Power supply of the room. After finish checks the command, microcontroller will give signal to Relay. If the system is turn off mode, motion detected sensor is activates to check whether still got people inside the room or not. After confirm that no people inside the room, it straight away send signal back to PIC microcontroller and cut off the power supply. Then, these signals are sent to internal buffer of the transceiver by using serial communicating between transceiver and microcontroller. Figure 4 shows over all flow chart to indicate the operation of main board. Main user interface will show when the program is launch as shown in Figure 5 . It was the main window that shows out the controlling of the database and the system operation. The window will change according to the click button. The room condition window will show up after Start GUI button was click. When click the Edit timetable button, it will show up table 1 window for the purpose of updates the database. Last button "END" was click, it is shutdown the GUI or terminate and Smart Energy level Control GUI. The flow chart of Form 1 is shown in Figure 5 . As mention before, when Edit timetable button was click the Table 1 window will show up. In this window, it is use to assist to insert the new schedule operation time or change any data. Referring to this window, it show class number start time and end time. For start time and end time, the data must insert according to the format given like day/month/ year follow by hour: minutes. The other button is design to assist whether add, delete, refresh, updates, search or close. All data will be saving to the database for review purpose, command and so on. By clicking the close button, all the updates data will be logged into Microsoft Office Access. Besides, the user is allowed to monitor the current room power supply ON or OFF. This screen show out which class or room active /use and which one off/shutdown is show in Figure  7 . The Energy-effective systems using Building Management System and Energy level control is in the control technologies, which allow a balance of building's electric light, daylight and mechanical systems for maximum benefit. However, this technologies contribute directly to the reduction in energy use and the advances in cost-effective technologies, energy efficiency is fast becoming part of real estate management, facilities management and operations strategy. This project focus on control, monitor and optimize building services, eg., lighting; heating; alarm systems; access control; and even time & attendance control and reporting (notably staff movement and availability). Integrating these systems allows them to communicate with one another through the control system, thereby enabling single button and voice control of the various home systems simultaneously, in pre-programmed scenarios or operating modes. Finally, this must consider the needs and schedules of occupants, seasonal and climatic daylight changes, and its impact on the building's mechanical systems.
